
IEEE DEBATE-REPORT
DATE: 1st September
TIME: 10AM-12:30

VENUE: 6th floor Seminar Hall

This debate involved two teams, each consisting of two members, presenting arguments for and
against a specific topic. One team supports the topic ("for" side), while the other opposes it ("against''
side). The debate includes opening arguments, counter arguments, and rebuttals from both teams.
This format provides a balanced exploration of the topic, allowing participants to present their
viewpoints and respond to opposing arguments. The goal is to engage in a structured discussion that
highlights different perspectives and encourages critical thinking.

We had a total of 10 teams (4 external and 6 internal): the link below has the list of participants:
DEBATE IEEE PARTICIPANTS

Judges:
● Sameera Vashistha
● Shirisha Arava

Format:

STRUCTURE:
Number of members in a team: MAX 4

ROUND 1:
Topic will be shared 30 mins prior to the round
4 Teams move forward

ROUND 2:
Teams will be given 30 mins of prep time 4 teams move forward:

FORMATS:

ROUND 1 AND 2:
Each team will be given a topic and if they are for or against,
Each team has to give a 3 min speech after which each team will be given 2 rebuttals.

ROUND 3:
LAST 4 TEAMS WILL BE GIVEN A 2 topics
Each team will have to give a 3 min speech ( teams will have to give speech for both for and against)

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Ce10jOnA90F0PCozidYe_p2JOabF6sGmGcuvqC8Hzfg/edit?usp=sharing


Other team will then question after their speech.
Along with questions from the judges.

Winners

1st Place:
Sumukh Sharma, Vajra manasa, Vineela Mehta, Akanksha Kallepalli 1st

2nd Place:

Mohini Saha, Lochan R, Prathik Talur 2nd

3rd Place:

inchaara ramprasad, asvitha maharishi.m 3rd

Conclusion

The IEEE DEBATE was a resounding success, bringing together talented debaters and promoting the
art of debate and critical thinking. We extend our congratulations to the winners and our appreciation
to all participants, judges, and organisers who made this event possible.

PHOTOS: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zwA7tYn3p0vNtCimDe9V9d1OB0c992rB?usp=drive_link

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zwA7tYn3p0vNtCimDe9V9d1OB0c992rB?usp=drive_link
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